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Attach Legs 
 

 Attach 3 legs to main heater unit until they each snap into place 

 
Securing Top to Heater 

 
 Attach Heater Top by extending folding wing nut 
 Once folding wing nut is placed through heat reflector, place wing nut in “T” position and tighten. 

BE CAREFUL not to over tighten wing nut. If it is too tight, it can cause damage to the reflector.  

 
Connecting Propane to Heater 

 
 Attach hose to propane tank by aligning ends to match and turning propane coupler clockwise 
 Turn gas valve on by turning top counter clockwise 
 Suspend your 20lb tank by placing the top of the tank on the hook in the top center of the storage 

area. This will also act as a weight and secure the heater from tipping over.  
 If you think there is a gas leak, spray soapy water over gas valve to check for leaks (you will see 

bubbles forming / possible rotten egg smell if there is a leak) 
 

To Turn On the Heater 
 
1. Turn on Gas Cylinder valve 

2. Position naked flame by burner (match or taper) 
3. Push knob in and turn anti-clockwise 90 degrees to stop  
4. Burner will ignite (may have to try a few times to light) 

5. Continue to hold knob in for approximately 20 seconds to 2 minutes  
6. For high flame fully rotate knob anti-clockwise  
7. To extinguish, fully rotate knob anti-clockwise until flame goes out 
8. Turn off gas supply at cylinder  
9. If burner goes out for any reason, wait 5 minutes before reigniting  


